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Azienda Agricola

Tre Fonti Estate
Donacciana
D

onacciana is an absolutely stunning “palazzo padronale”, a classic square Tuscan house complete with arched loggia. Attached to the main body of the
palazzo are a series of stables and animal stalls which form a rare and beautiful closed inner courtyard accessed through a large archway. A perfect setting for
a mediaeval –style candle-lit banquet, or as a back-drop for your classic car, this is the heart of Donacciana, from where your guests can wander through the
labyrinth of arched and vaulted rooms. The old stables and animal stalls on the far side of the courtyard could be converted into a separate guest wing, bedrooms,
or an open dining area according to your needs.
It’s lovely southern aspect takes full advantage of the one and a half acre plot included in the purchase price. The house is 800 square metres providing generous
spaces all in excellent structural condition. There is the possibility of purchasing more land should you require. Electricity and piped water supply from the local
commune are already available on site.
One of the houses on the estate is currently being restored and can be viewed by interested parties. A full restoration service is available to the future owner of
Donacciana, including design and building using local craftsmen. Property maintenance is an additional service which the estate can offer.
There is an option to purchase a fully restored, one-bedroom annex nearby with 0.2 ha of adjoining land.
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arious elevations of the palazzo padronale, one of those rare sought-after square Tuscan buildings. The house offers a variety and wealth of original features,
including numerous arches and vaults on
the ground floor and abundance of terracotta tiles. The walls are constructed of yellow pink stone which contrasts beautifully with the terracotta brick of the loggia
and arches.
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Donacciana

Architectural plans*
Ground floor
First floor
* Proposed layouts for illustration only, not approved by local authorities
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Ground floor
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This potential ground floor layout features kitchen with vaulted ceilings, up to five reception rooms and spacious two-bedroomed
guest wing ( with fantastic subterranean bathroom) whilst retaining the traditional bread oven. The enormous open coutryard
remains at the heart of this huge living space, and a staircase at the far end leads down to an underground wine cellar.
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Summary of Estimated Renovation Costs and Timescales.

T

he estimated renovation costs for Podere Donacciana are divided into two phases. The first phase takes the work up to a 'builders finish'. Costs for this stage can be
fairly accurately calculated, based on the current condition of the building and therefore man hours required (based on high quality building teams we have worked
with before), added to our experience of original and authentic modern reproduction material costs needed for a restoration worthy of this type of building.The second
phase is up to and including Final Decoration. Cost estimates below are based on the use of top quality fittings and the use of expert, local artisans (e.g. carpenters,
blacksmiths, decorators) capable of the quality of work which does justice to these beautiful old buildings. Costs can however, vary significantly during this phase depending
on on levels of quality and detail required by the new owner, e.g. on kitchens, bathrooms, lighting etc.

Further detailed information is available in our Restoration at Tre Fonti brochure.Sample cost model and timetable
Podere Donacciana

Estimated cost

Builder’s finish
Final decoration
Landscaping & external works

€
€
€

Total restoration estimate

€ 1,200,050.00

518,400.00
451,150.00
230,500.00

Likely duration of works
6 - 9 months
6 months
Successive Spring/Summer
18-20 months

Rental Income Forecasts
1. Typical rental season for the Montefollonico area
Low season
April
May
September
October

4 weeks
4 weeks
Last 2 weeks
4 weeks

Low Season 18 weeks

High season
June
4 weeks
July
4 weeks
August
4 weeks
September
First 2 weeks
High Season 18 weeks

Total per year 36 weeks.
2. Potential weekly rental rates* and seasonal occupancy estimates
Donacciana
Belvedere
Trà Fonti
Poderuccio

€ 5,000 / week at 50% occupancy (18 weeks) will yield
€ 8,000/ week at 50% occupancy will yield
€ 3,000/ week at 50% occupancy will yield
€ 3,000/ week at 50% occupancy will yield

€ 90,000.00
€ 144,000.00
€ 54,000.00
€ 54,000.00

* Average rental rate between High & Low Season.Figures are based on current rates being charged in the region
for similar-sized properties. Please note that none of the figures above are guarantees, and any or all may change.
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First floor

The proposed plan illustrated provides six spacious double bedrooms, each with its own bathroom. As well as
ample storage space there is a cosy upstairs living room/study with open fire.
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